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Abstract 
Data security in the delivery of online file becomes very important in the world of information itself. One way that can be 

done for the security of the data is to perform encryption before the data is sent. Cryptographic message encoding divided 
into two symmetric and asymmetric. Kriptogarfi AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) is a symmetric cryptographic 

algorithms means that the key used in the encryption process is the same as the key to the decryption process. The analysis 

concludes theory, AES encryption process is designed to make the process of encoding in secret with no security level of 

complexity linear with time as efficiently as possible through the use of processes of transformation of light in the 
implementation. Aside from the AES algorithm, Blowfish algorithm is also a symmetric cryptographic algorithm. Theory 

analysis shows that Blowfih a cryptographic algorithm that uses a key with variable length provided that no more than 448-

bit. Blowfish also combine non-reverse function f, keydependent S-Box, dun Feistel network. The process of encryption and 

decryption using the ECB and CBC operation has the same worst case is O (n). In this study the authors combine these two 
algorithms in the security of a file attachment in an email that is expected to increase the security file. 
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1. Introduction 

In line with the development of information and 

communication technologies, which formerly 

remote communication still use the conventional 

way, ie by sending each other letters, but now long-

distance communication can be done easily and 

quickly, with the occurrence of technologies such 

as SMS (Short Messaging Service) and email . The 

Internet has made a more open communication and 

exchange of information is also growing rapidly 

past the boundaries of countries and cultures. But 

not all developments of communication 

technologies have a positive impact and benefit. 

One of the negative impact on the development of 

technology is the tapping or theft of data. 

Cryptography is derived from the Greek cryptos 

which means "secret" (hidden) and graphein 

meaning "writing". Thus, cryptographic means 

"secret writing" which means hieroglyph [4] 

implementing the AES algorithm in increasing data 

security in cloud computing. As a result obtained 

faster computation time and increase data security 

from attack and leakage. 

Other researchers [6] compare the performance 

of the AES algorithm with DES stated that the AES 

algorithm for deriving time comsumtion or use a 

smaller computational time compared with DES 

and AES algorithms produce a higher level of 

security than DES. AES assign Federal Information 

Processing Standards (FIPS) approved 

cryptographic algorithms used to protect electronic 

data [1]. 

Other algorithms are also frequently used in 

securing digital data is Blowfish algorithm. [5] 

examined the implementation of the Blowfish 

algorithm on comparison computing speed and 

power consumption for some kind of symmetric 

algorithms are DES algorithm. The results showed 

that the Blowfish algorithm is superior in terms of 

speed and power consumption, especially in the 

delivery of data over a network without cables or 

wireless. Other researchers [2] examined the 

security image data or image using the Blowfish 

algorithm. The results of the study revealed that the 

Blowfish algorithm has a very good level of 

security, but on the other hand increase data 

security depends on the number of rounds used. In 

other words, to obtain a high level of security is 

needed number of rounds that much anyway. Other 

researchers that [5] modify the Blowfish algorithm 

is to replace the XOR operation is a long process 

and spend a lot of energy. 

Security is an important factor in the evaluation 

that includes resistance to all known passwords 

analysis and is expected to face the analysis of an 

unknown password. In addition, AES also should 

be used freely without having to pay royalties, as 

well as with Blowfish cryptographic algorithm and 

also cheap to be implemented on a smart card 

which has a small memory size. In this study will 

be combined with the AES algorithm Blowfish 

algorithm in order to avoid using too much round 

the Blowfish algorithm for the use of the round is 

too much to be directly proportional to the increase 

in memory usage or reduction of computational 

speed.  

2. Basics Term 

 A. Symmetric Algorithm. 

Symmetric algorithms or also called secret key 

algorithm is an algorithm which can be calculated 

from the encryption key encryption key and vice 

versa. Symmetric algorithm also called 

conventional algorithms, which can be determined 

decryption key from the encryption key, in other 

words the encryption key and decryption key 

together. Symmetric algorithms require an 

agreement between the sender and receiver of the 
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message on a key before it can communicate 

securely. Symmetric algorithms can be classified 

into two types, namely stream ciphers and block 

ciphers. Stream ciphers operate bits per bit (or byte 

per byte) at a time. While block ciphers operate per 

group groups of bits called blocks (blocks) at a 

time. 

People often use mathematical notation to simplify 

the writing and analysis, so that modern 

cryptography is always associated with 

mathematics. With original message M and the 

secret code C obtained from the encryption key K, 

we can be written as follows: 

C = Ek (P)                                             

In the decryption process, do the reverse operation, 

and can be written as follows: 

P = Dk (P) 

The process of encryption and decryption can be 

illustrated in the figure below 

 

 

encryption                          decryption 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Encryption and decryption process of 

symmetric algorithm 

 

Excess cryptography symmetry is: 

a.Proses symmetric cryptographic encryption and 

decryption requires a short time. 

b. Symmetric key size is relatively short. 

c.Otentikasi sending a direct message from the 

ciphertext received unknown, because the key is 

known only to the recipient and the sender only. 

Disadvantages cryptography symmetry is: 

a. Symmetric key must be sent via a secure 

communication channel and both entities that 

communicate must maintain the confidentiality of 

the key. 

b. Keys must be frequently changed, each time 

carrying out communication 

B.  Key of Symetry Algorithm 

Cryptographic algorithm Advanced Encryption 

Standard (AES) 128 bit key length Nk use = 4 word 

(words) that each word consists of 32 bits for a total 

of 128-bit key, the original text block size of 128 

bits and has 10 rounds. While round to lock consists 

of Ki = 4 words and the total round 128-bit key and 

an expanded key has size 44 words and 176 bytes. 

AES cipher algorithm took the key and perform key 

expansion routine (key expansion) to form the key 

schedule. Key expansion yielded a total of Nb (Nr 

+ 1) word. This algorithm requires initial set 

consisting of Nb key word, and every round Nr 

need key data as Nb word. Results of the key 

schedule consists of a linear array of 4-byte word 

that denoted by [wi]. 

While Blowfish is a cryptographic algorithm that is 

designed to operate on 64-bit message block and 

use the key variable key length from 32 bits or 4 

bytes to 448 bits or 56 bytes. Using as many as 16 

rounds Feistel Cipher. Blowfish algorithm has a P-

array of size 18 each of which contains a 32-bit 

subkey, and four S-Box with 256 entries. The 

algorithm consists of two main parts: the expansion 

key (key-expansion) and the encryption process. 

While the decryption process using the exact same 

process with the encryption process, differing only 

in the order subkey uses and use as many as 16 

rounds Feistel Cipher. Blowfish algorithm has a P-

array of size 18 each of which contains a 32-bit 

sub-keys, and four S-Box with 256 entries. 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Symmetric key algorithm process 

C. AES Algorithm 

Cryptographic algorithm AES (Advanced 

Encryption Standard) is a symmetric cryptographic 

algorithm. Input and output of the AES algorithm 

consists of a sequence of 128 bits of data. The 

sequence data that has been formed in a group of 

128 bits is referred to as a block of data or 

plaintext into ciphertext will be encrypted. Cipher 

key of AES consists of a key with a length of 128 

bits, 192 bits, or 256 bits. 

Process round AES-128 encryption is done as 

much as 10 times (a = 10), as follows 

1. Addroundkey 

2. Round as a-1 times, the process undertaken in 

each round  are: SubBytes, ShiftRows, 

MixColumns, and AddRoundKey. 

3. Final round, is the process for the last round 

which includes SubBytes, ShiftRows, and 

AddRoundKey. 

While the AES-128 decryption process, the process 

of rotation is also done as much as 10 times (a = 

10), as follows: 

1. Addroundkey 

2.The round as a-1 times, where in each round is 

done the process: InverseShiftRows, Inverse 

SubBytes, AddRoundKey, and Inverse 

MixColumns. 

3. Final round, is the process for the last round 

which includes InverseShiftRows, 

InverseSubBytes, and AddRoundKey. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plainteks,P 

Private Key, K2 

Private Key, K2 

Private Key, K2 
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Figure 3. Encryption of process AES algorithm  

 

 In encryption and decryption of AES-192 round 

process done 12 times (a = 12), while for AES-256 

round process done 14 times (a = 14). 

 D. Blowfish Algorithm 

Blowfish is a symmetric key algorithm, Blowfish is 

also a block cipher, which means that during the 

process of encryption and decryption Blowfish will 

divide the message into blocks of equal size in 

length. The length of the block for the Blowfish 

algorithm is 64-bit. 

[4] explains that the Blowfish was created by a 

cryptanalyst named Bruce Schneier, president of 

Counterpane Internet Security, Inc. (Company 

consultant on cryptography and computer security) 

and published in 1994. Created for use on 

computers that have a large microposesor (32- bits 

up with a large data cache). The size of a block 

algorithm Blowfish length is 64 bits or 8 bytes. Key 

lengths ranging from 32 bits or 4 bytes to 448 bits 

or 56 bytes. Using as many as 16 rounds Feistel 

Cipher. Blowfish algorithm has a P-array of size 18 

each of which contains a 32-bit subkey, and four S-

Box with 256 entries. 

Blowfish encryption process consists of a simple 

function iteration (Feistel Network) as many as 16 rounds 

(iterations), is a 64-bit input data element X. Each round 
consists of a key-dependent permutation and substitution 

key- and data-dependent. All operations are addition 

(addition) and XOR on 32-bit variable. An additional 

operation is only four tables searches indexed array for 
each round. The steps are as follows. 

1. For X into two parts, each of which consists of 32-
bits: XL, XR. 

2. For i = 1 to 16 

XL = XL XOR pi 
XR = F (XL) XOR XR 

Swap XL and XR 

3.After iteration sixteen, exchange XL and XR again to 

perform Undo the last exchange. 
4. Then do 

XR = XR XOR P17 

XL = XL XOR P1 

5.Last , merge back XL and XR to get cipherteksnya 

 

 

3. Encryption And Decryption Process 

Stages of the process of data encryption is useful 

for securing messages in the form of writing 

symbols, which to secure the message author uses 

the AES algorithm and to reinforce the message 

author encrypt again by using the Blowfish 

algorithm. In the process of data encryption is done 

with the steps: 

1. Insert the text file or the original message to 

be encrypted (plaintext) using the AES 

algorithm. 

Application examples: Suppose Andi send 

data to Alice. The data (plaintext) which 

will be sent by Alice are: 

Plaintex: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F 

2. In HEX   : 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 3 41 

42 43 44 45 46 

Key      : A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P 

In HEX  : 41 42 43  44 45 46 47 48 49 4A 

4B 4C    4D 4E 4F 50 

1. Then the data is stored and for the next step the 

resulting ciphertext is saved in the specified 

directory and we encrypt the file again using the 

Blowfish algorithm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

.  Figure 4. Encryption file with AES and Blowfish 

algorithm 

 

3. to restore the files to forms the original 

message, then we decrypt prior to the 

blowfish algorithm then follow the aes 

algorithm in the key used to encrypt the file 

when the message. 

4. Theory Analysis 

In this study we will examine a file's that we have 

made in advance. 
 

Table 1 .File Encryption with AES algorithm 

 
File Name A.htm B.pas C.bas D.prg E.txt 

File 

Capacities 

1 KB 15 

KB 

30 

KB 

7 KB 22 KB 

T 

i 

m 

1 4,4 12,2 17,5 6,88 9,38 

2 10 18,1 17,2 38,1 23,8 

3 17,5 2,5 1,57 34,4 25 

CC1856582992B45CEE4D917B0B3D533695C96399EF747C267B93A8B5

73CEF988E6D83C28FED3A6B1AA10C57AA5C4322F1ADEDACF45670
8A828397E95D4E6EE96803B8D95F0B71585DFD7C3E7D57965691A337

B33C03A2A7F36289DF5E89D0AB27B33A9282A1CD563B1CA412E7637
2AC9930A3F09BF7CFA37F7ED36A63301BBAD7DF052233D25757F1D6

1B1436776D8E34A0DA60AA3743316334F60F77EAFDB64664093DAEC
54FF6D49E402F30AB5D512A0A346AFD5448642BB64F1338C91A7182

AD6FB28A15EFADA92BC5839D46852DB41F8CD53F145FDE316D5D5
FC1EDAA94D8E146D973D797C5797331A3206CF204B29EEC1D7CD64

B87CDB9C59C4D67F75B7DEEF12414F10C272E8E2C912F9AD80D3DA
F3AC20AB348A5B8BC59C4C824938929CC3B8E3F150615248FEF10106

35D893EE1AD05E202265CC9DAD96A60B98D6D5F58C16E703FA6CDE
604F3771C9652E748EFA1E29FB96AE2900C35DF03CAC9FB06F22098A

2B4E49966E41F59E5F9CFE4CA9AA27089EE595AE27BF981FF6C9856F
A470A750DEB9643F1F5B96B0978CB02AB55A029DFEC099D1B37FFF2

A2A4C0D38D8081004119F7F744FEDA4208F4689C62D9D255D6DE6CD
298401C244D8091544611AB6D09E7C1BC167E4235406E0F25144FF7AA

169EB1188DA5D50CA68748E67C46484F5AA4980900E0DA3F255EADB
BD19451E1D65713D57505E9FCDFBAE9293E92B313FEB296DEE2EEFE

23878700B31FCECD81C7100F0D18B10D30F2DF66F35BEDA1C6B2E41
F690BE2A616DBA5CF3678D68D226E7C879FFCFC9992EF8179BDA093

A406E3BCEE1C3AA3C199325EB1225AA8E5B686867CD55D61602A4C
9EC31A14AE4AF3300AB5A897533DFFF7680C0EF90548A687EAFCD10

4CCBA2E03789404D388A3B87857FB61407B14586EB72C0190D3D905B
C8F218233F13196FD94E66BB46BFD4BC6646BEE8E524B4A17C8C27E

65A4938054631F604628FDB72CF69BBBD71A1D60E5B0378B1280D725
DE4685814640798829C662B9B3D60EE33C4062CBEBA3F763B7FA44E3

D5C5E971827E71900CB0A0E6593ABDBE7C1037C30E229B248958DCB
522261053F4441175FCC2064D84E95CB066453D3FD1216729ADD53071

E9BE50D8905B30BE82237732290FBD4E280F5D63AF2700436DDB3922
BDC2527046D0C1FF561AD7A65CC24F1992FDEF0A13A38670D519297

9EF372EDF461F97459B72191F05459B16E3D79C8642FD1A174CD4B5E
51C8A988991FB414BDDB9F75B0976D762F69B33443750A9B22E5D43F

833203601A450353F02DFF722D99476B99D24670AAF45F6E76FD2AFA
2D25920AFAC8D04CF78A4CC72B318C34C9A944501EDB75565341B63

13E5E53FB1C0216B63FDB8ED1AFC42E5E638EA0027FEB2380A48699
17EA99A165856387BCBA735312C1B482E16C8EE81D9B1DA9B39E790

0F34BA67F74E9E5E1C451E8FBA6F39D3A564851BDDFB3BDF405FCF

1652A53DA648AB3FCCA8A3842E3B9932918FD59B363C85D64A84325

629B2FB8A097FE54CB286857BE9C9C5E9D4BAFB43515BF07A34E24A
104C2C9F005263146F0161B613C6F9BEFDCE0027A44F54A697930AF18

6AD239B2C45871C729E37CD4D192D9C59CCD4C5C4D45D3B907974B
70EF33F9FD979A701C8864D5564150F33671D4B986126360E8AABDAA

0CCA2F65182A8BE731573ABCAE3046BA3D8F1F3382F3DC2EB74FED
63680289829E99A4C4D60055CB307840BB0BB8CC9F31F261A7789C37

4D395110611BC677691AEE08CC085E5C302902F86F35DAAA5E5463BF
E1410900C882B879FA111F250D64F464EF018EF24E6E2C1ABEDFFF19

67B9DB54C061CE3498C553B0C1A56715E7931874738C86F157A693A23
FFEEED9BCBF5485E5ED0513556E1185FD5BD71490BB57ED85CA1167

B55F64ED02B806932491EA5B0C21A1186D1F9BCB4DDD6274777F682
3F1AA93052E100A3B70C7D188C468A2CD545E897DD9478B49DD0304

E77D35F53D96F0F05F2522FB9D86EDADC00C9AE3D521163FD331D10
D7436D7F02BFFC8BEF6E7FD032E38B306C200B3E4D5D7602B539C55

7160A4EA31AE0C5F3999E4845F7EB45D3BDC0C9A51E61058E99F9F7

2109B1432AA111FA76F2274346EB784FC3D79F707137366BE751763DF

2CA02F4955B36A0448D4633BC0D7745315482B28AF02FCDBB7BCA71
6369BD2CD17748FDA721D7D1E471BA7716F61D9FD1F364CEDB5188

ECCD831CB6235CCD941B8B0C492C07D76CA8A06D337AEC7DF61CA
1ED3315EFF5146817D3E24B907A07525C54CA0DEBD41EDC659DDFC

087D72B53E5B1B9F22DD3304600720F5B9CEF5DB65BE4F75D1EAD39
E202BFFC21D8CC3F9FE70ADA23FE13CAFE170C99389551753FA75A6

D3A3167342767662551DC33D72D8BDA1C1CB51594A5F6B68B6B80D
AA08B975354BED6F5BFB232361A9D749366BCD15DE4786B4AEB60B

5D4A14A5969951BE0A6DE4FE1E1DD6DB295AEA2416C5D96B10299F
1AABFB6BB7A648D54FECD1EEC2EFB76E092206B77566CCF9C65726

12BDE64286E29C0096427FE66C8CBAC0F2078FC2E3494EE6043E5B62
CD4893AB89D61C770FF615242597045F3A93B24DC266ABEDDA256FE

31567AB751262539941C458D07AA29287E05C25B05F8172155EA231FB
77A4604000DFBA911641694F46F874F6F744E652FF016F3F91C1BE3107

F52DDBB26991028801287104A0FD67C0BAA41D0AA4A888BBA07F9D

4CC8F7916142652AC125F3C5C21B709088B33DC988039A03D4CB4F47
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e 

 

S 

p 

e 

n 

t 

4 32,5 4,38 5,94 37,5 21,3 

5 13,8 10,6 7,19 21,3 0,16 

6 38,1 4,69 16,6 35,6 26,2 

7 5 19,4 15,9 15 26,25 

8 30 10,63 10,31 15,63 19,38 

Average 18,91 10,31 11,52 25,55 16,97 

results from table 1. The above can be displayed in 

graphical form, as shown in figure 5 below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Process execution time file encryption 

with AES cryptographic 

AES encryption algorithm is implemented by using 

the mode Electronic codebook (ECB). AES 

encryption process flow diagram with the ECB. 

Steps to perform the encryption process on AES 

ECB mode is: 

a. Padding plaintext. 

b. Ekspansi kunci. 

c. Enkripsi blok plaintext 128 bit. 

d. Output. 

Execution time in step a, b, and d is constant (eg α) 

because it is not influenced by the size of the input. 

While step c (eg execution time = ε) influenced the 

number of input plaintext block 128 bits, so for 

input size n block takes εn. Overall, the execution 

time AES encryption with ECB mode is εn + α, 

with ε and α is a constant and n is the number of 

input block. So notation-O for worst case process 

AES encryption with ECB mode is:      

  

E(AES) = εn + α 

Obtained complexity E (AES) is within the scope О 

(n). 

    If the research message encryption using AES 

algorithm produces the output with time varying 

time consumption as well as file encryption using 

the Blowfish cryptographic algorithm that generates 

a second ciphertext file shown in the table below. 

 

Table 2. Encryption File with Blowfish algorithm  

File 

Name 

A.e

nc 

B. 

enc 

C. 

enc 

D. 

enc 

E. 

enc 

File 

Capacitie

s 

1 

KB 

15 

KB 

30 

KB 

7 KB 22 

KB 

T 

i 

m 

e 

 

S 

1 2,39 0,20 0,25 0,15 0,34 

2 0,13 0,50 0,19 0,15 0,60 

3 0,11 0,20 0,20 0,16 0,36 

4 0,11 0,20 0,19 2,43 0,36 

5 0,10 0,19 0,20 0,12 0,59 

6 0,13 2,41 0,19 0,16 0,36 

p 

e 

n 

t 

7 0,10 1,20 0,19 0,13 0,60 

8 0,10 0,17 0,20 0,25 0,36 

Average 0,39 0,51 0,20 0,44 0,45 

 

in table 2 above displayed some executable files or 

encrypted using Blowfish algorithm. In the data 

encryption using the Blowfish algorithm is 

implemented in two operating modes, namely the 

ECB and CBC. 

1. Step to ECB mode encryption is: 

a. key expantion 

b. padding 

c. encryption 64-bit plaintext block 

d. output 

Execution time in step a, b, and d is constant 

because it is not influenced by the size of the 

input, eg αl. While the step c is influenced by 

the number of blocks of input plaintext 64-bit, 

so for input size n block the execution time 

required for ln. Overall execution time 

encryption with the ECB operating mode is 1n 

+ αl, with ln and αl is a constant and n is the 

number of input block. So notation-O for the 

worst case the ECB mode encryption process 

are: 

   E(ECB) = ln + αl O(n) 

2. Steps to perform l [d.2] to register feedback 

     e. output 

Execution time of a, b, c and e are constant 

because not influenced by the size of the input, eg 

a2. While the step d is affected by the number of 

blocks of input plaintext 64-bit, so for input size n 

block the execution time required by the EP. 

Overall execution time encryption with the ECB 

operating mode is 2n + α2, with 2n and α2 is a 

constant and n is the number of input block. So 

notation-O for the worst case CBC mode 

encryption process are:    

 E(CBC) 2n + α2 O(n)  

5. Results Description of Data 

By using the Blowfish algorithm is happening 

several processes and test results of this study 

produced data ciphertext with varying time 

consumption, namely: 

 

Table 3. Decryption File with Blowfish algorithm 
 

File Name A.dec B. dec C. 

dec 

D. dec E. 

dec 

File 

Capacities 

1 KB 15 KB 30 

KB 

7 KB 22 

KB 

T 

i 

m 

e 

 

S 

p 

e 

n 

t 

1 0,10 0,24 0,22 0,17 0,33 

2 0,12 0,31 0,23 0,16 0,33 

3 0,11 0,20 0,23 0,17 0,36 

4 1,10 0,35 0,27 0,14 0,34 

5 0,09 0,17 0,17 0,12 0,59 

6 0,07 0,42 0,19 0,17 0,33 

7 0,09 0,17 0,43 0,13 0,33 

8 0,09 0,17 0,19 11,88 10 

Average 0,10 0,25 0,24 1,62 1,58 
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In table 3 above displayed some executable files or 

decryption using the Blowfish algorithm and this 

file does not yet have meaning. With the conversion 

of different time and with different file but the 

decryption process is the capacity of the file 

remains the same as before in the decrypted file. 

Just as the process of encryption algorithm, 

Blowfish decryption algorithm is also implemented 

in the ECB and CBC operation mode. 

1. Steps to perform decryption ECB mode is: 

a. key exspansion 

b. decrytption blok ciphertext 64 bit 

c. unpadding 

d. output 

Execution time in step a, c, and d is constant 

because it is not influenced by the size of the input, 

say β1. While the step b is influenced by the 

amount of input ciphertext block 64-bit, so for input 

size n blocks required execution time of δ1 and β1 a 

constant and n is the number of input block. So 

notation-O for the worst case decryption process 

ECB mode is: 

D(ECB)= δ1n+ β1  O(n) 

2. Steps to perform decryption CBC mode is: 

 a. initialization value for the initialization 

vector (IV), and in the store registers forward 

  b. key expansion. 

 c. decryption process 

  c1. copy 64-bit ciphertext block to the 

   register value 

  c2. decrypt ciphertext block 64-bit 

  c3. XOR plaintext block a 64-bit result 

of step   [c.2] with a 64-bit block of ciphertext 

to register   forward 

  c4. copy 64-bit ciphertext blocks on the 

register v  alue (step [c.1]) to register 

forward. 

 d. unpadding 

 e. output 

Execution time of a, b, d and e are constant because 

not influenced by the size of the input, eg β2 while 

step c is influenced by the number of blocks of 

ciphertext input 64-bit, so for input size n block the 

execution time required for δ2n. Overall execution 

time decryption operation mode of the ECB is δ2n 

with δ2 + β2 and β2 is a constant and n is the 

number of input block. So notation-O for the worst 

case CBC mode decryption process is: 

     D(CBC) = δ2n + β2O(n) 

If the message decryption research using the 

Blowfish algorithm produces the output with time 

varying time consumption as well as the process of 

decryption of ciphertext file-1 into ciphertext-2 are 

shown in Table below. 

 

Table 4. decryption file with AES algorithm 
Nama File A.dec B. dec C. dec D. dec E. dec 

File 

Capacities 

1 KB 15 KB 30 KB 7 KB 22 KB 

T 

i 

m 

e 

 

1 5 3,75 7,81 29,38 37,5 

2 14,38 17,88 1,88 1,25 37,5 

3 16,25 5,94 6,88 22,5 38,75 

4 16,25 0,31 14,69 38,75 11,86 

5 6,25 15,63 7,19 6,25 32,5 

S 

p 

e 

n 

t 

6 30 3,75 5,63 13,16 9,36 

7 38,75 0,63 15 11,87 33,75 

8 18,75 13,75 14,06 11,88 10 

Average 18,20 7,70 9,14 16,87 24,53 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 6. Graph decryption file with AES 

algorithms. 

 

Once we look at the graph of the second file 

decryption algorithm above, the authors also make 

the graph change time spent or time encryption and 

decryption process is completed by combining the 

two agoritma. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Graph encryption and decryption file with 

both algorithms. 

 

From Figure 7. The above authors to conclude 

bahwas file decryption process faster computation 

time compared with the process of encrypting the 

files of the two algorithms. On the file size of 22 

Kb encryption process is faster than the decryption 

process, but if we look at the type of the file is a 

text file (* .txt) file while the other is a file from the 

programming language under dos (* .pas, *. Bas, * 

.PRG) and under windows is HTML (Hyper Text 

Markup Language) which is used to design the 

website. 

6. Conclusion 

From the results of research conducted by the 

authors of the combination of the AES algorithm 

with Blowfish algorithm. 

1. The process of encryption with AES 

cryptographic algorithm will change the size of the 

file twice the size of  the original, while the 

use of cryptographic algorithms blowfish file size 

will remain as the size of the original  file. 

2. With Blowfish cryptographic algorithm has time 

encryption and decryption are more cepatdi 

compare with AES. 

3. By using the Blowfish algorithm has a time 

encryption and  decryption faster and will have 

better security by adding  the number roundnya but 

requires more memory space. 
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 The time required to perform encryption and 

decryption  with AES and Blowfish algorithm 

combines in one such  process is not fast, but 

sipengguna can include 2 keys on  the 

cryptographic process. To the authors conducted 2 

times the process of encryption and decryption 
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